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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we introduce a new approach to tackle the process of extracting information
about people mentioned in the Arabic text. When a person name is mentioned in the Arabic text
usually it is combined with a title, in this paper the focus is on the properties of those titles. We
have identified six properties for each title with respect to gender, type, class, status, format,
and entity existence. We have studied each property, identified all attributes and values that
belong to each one of them and classified them accordingly. Sometimes person title is attached
to an entity; we have also identified some properties for these entities and we show how they
work in a harmony with person title properties. We use graphs for the implementation, nodes to
represents person title, person name, entity and their properties, where edges are used to
present inherited properties from parent nodes to child nodes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Information Extraction (IE), as defined in the Message Understanding Conferences, has been
traditionally defined as the extraction of information from a text in the form of text strings and
processed text strings that are placed into slots labeled to indicate the kind of information that can
fill them. The problem of extracting information from a large document collection can be
approached using many different algorithms. The three classic models used in information
extraction, (under which all these algorithms can be loosely grouped), are called Rule-based,
Pattern Learning, and Supervised Learning. Most of the Arabic Named Entity Recognition (NER)
systems use keywords such as titles to tag proper name phrases in the text, once they tag proper
name phrase they use either rule-based systems or statistical approach to tag proper names and
extract information about them. Using titles to tag proper names in the Arabic text is an important
technique that has been used widely, but titles have been used as keywords for the purpose of
identifying proper name phrases and tag proper names without studying and exploring their
properties. Our technique in this paper is to identify and use title properties and attributes to
enhance the result of extracting information about people names in the Arabic text.
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2. LECTURER
Al-Kouz [1] presented a framework designed for mining the explicit and implicit lexical semantic
information impeded in the structure and the content of Aljazeera.net. Furthermore, it provides an
efficient and structured access to the resulted semantic graph, the authors also claim in their paper
that Aljazeera.net is professionally edited and has rich semantic structure and it establishes an
asset, an impediment and a challenge for research in Arabic Natural Language Processing.
Abdallah [2] proposed a simple method for integrating machine learning with rule-based systems
and implement this proposal using the state-of-the-art rule-based system for NERA, the
experimental evaluation shows that their integrated approach increases the F-measure by 8 to
14% when compared to the original (pure) rule-based system and the (pure) machine learning
approach, and the improvement is statistically significant for different datasets, more importantly,
their system outperforms the state-of-the-art machine-learning system in NERA over a
benchmark dataset. Abdul Hamid [3] introduced simplified yet effective features that can robustly
identify named entities in Arabic text without the need for morphological or syntactic analysis or
gazetteers, a CRF sequence labeling model is trained on features that primarily use character ngram of leading and trailing letters in words and word n-grams, the proposed features help
overcome some of the morphological and orthographic complexities of Arabic.
Abuleil [4] presented a new technique to extract names from the text by building a database and
graphs to represent the words that might form a name and the relationships between them. First,
they mark the phrases that might include names, second they build graphs to represent the words
in these phrases and the relationships between them, and third, they apply rules to find the names.
Benajiba [6] investigated the impact of using different sets of features in three discriminative
machine learning frameworks, namely, support vector machines, maximum entropy and
conditional random fields for the task of named entity recognition ,they explore lexical,
contextual and morphological features and nine data-sets of different genres and annotations; they
measure the impact of the different features in isolation and incrementally combine them in order
to evaluate the robustness to noise of each approach.
Chen [8] described their system for the CoNLL-2012 shared the task, which seeks to model coreference in Onto Notes for English, Chinese, and Arabic; they adopt a hybrid approach to coreference resolution, which combines the strengths of rule-based methods and learning-based
methods, they official combined score over all three languages is 56.35. In particular, their score
on the Chinese test set is the best among the participating teams. Habash [9] made an argument
that is the many differences between Dialectal Arabic and Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) pose a
challenge to the majority of Arabic natural language processing tools, which are designed for
MSA, so in their paper retarget an existing state-of-the-art MSA morphological tagger to
Egyptian Arabic (ARZ), their evaluation demonstrates that their ARZ morphology tagger
outperforms its MSA variant on ARZ input in terms of accuracy in part-of-speech tagging,
diacritization, lemmatization and tokenization; and in terms of utility for ARZ-to English
statistical machine translation. Pasha [10] presented MADAMIRA, a system for morphological
analysis and disambiguation of Arabic that combines some of the best aspects of two previously
commonly used systems for Arabic processing, MADA (Habash and Rambow, 2005; Habash et
al., 2009; Habash et al., 2013) and AMIRA (Diab et al., 2007). MADAMIRA improves upon the
two systems with a more streamlined Java implementation that is more robust, portable,
extensible and is faster than its ancestors by more than an order of magnitude.
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3. PEOPLE TITLE PROPERTIES
When a person name is mentioned in the Arabic text usually it is attached to a title. We have
studied these titles and identified different properties for each one of them; we also identified
some attributes and values for each property. We have identified six properties for each title with
respect to gender, type, class, status, format, and existence of an entity. In this section, we explain
each one of them and we show some examples in table 1.
Gender: in the Arabiclanguage, there are two values for this property masculine and feminine. In
Arabic language to form a feminine title from the masculine, you simply add “taa’ marbuta”
which looks like (  ــ, )ةto the end of the title, for example وزWazer (he) Minister is a masculine
and to form the feminine from it we add “taa’ marbuta” “  “ةto the end of the title وز ةWazertn
(she) Minister
Type: We have classified title into three Types:
•
•
•

Occupational title that indicates a position or job of the person like Manager
Minister
وزPresident
رand Consultant ر
A social title like Mr. , Ms. ا,and Mrs.  ة.
Professional title that refers to a certain profession like engineer س, physician
ط,
attorney
, and teacher ا ذ

A person might hold two titles at the same time such as(Mr. and consultant), and(engineer and
manager), etc. some titles could be used for two classes like
! اSheikh, could be used for social
or occupational.
Class: based on job field that people they hold we have classified titles into different classes:
politics, religion, education, sport, media, industry, military, etc. some titles could be used for two
types like
! اSheikh, could be used for religion or politics, some titles like president and
manager could be classified into different classes politics, education, sports, industry, etc. to
identify the class for these cases we use the entities as we discuss later. Some titles do not have a
class such as Mr. and Mrs.
Status: person title could be simple or compound, simple title has one word such as
Mr. and
 وزMinister, compound title has two words like "! و! اCrown Prince and # ! ا$ ا! طOfficial
Speaker
Format: there are two formats of the title either defined or indefinite. Arabic word starts with ال
(the) to define it. Al- ( )الis the definite article in the Arabic language. For example, the word وز
wazer "Minister" can be made definite by prefixing it with al-, resulting in  ا!&زal-wazer "the
Minister". Consequently, al- is typically translated as The in English. A defined title that starts
with الand the word followed is not a verb, adjective, nationality, or particle then the noun is most
likely is a person name.
Entity Existence: Sometimes an entity comes between person title and person name, entity
existence property has two values either Yes or No. Most likely if a person title is defined no
entity to follow. More details about entities are discussed in the next section
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4. ENTITIES AND THEIR PROPERTIES
Sometimes entity or nationality comes between person title and person name. We have studied
hundreds of cases and based on our study we identified four properties for each one of them with
respect to type, class, gender, and status. See table 2. In this paper we handle the following three
most common scenarios:
•

Person Title + Entity (both title and name are mentioned) + Person Name
Example:

ارد( ن

دو

ر

President of Turkey StateErdoğan

In this example entity title ( ! دوState) and entity name (ارد( نErdoğan) are mentioned
•

Person Title + Entity (title is omitted and name is mentioned) + Person Name
Example:

 ام, ة إ! س

ا. ا

Report of Aljazeera Alysa Karram

In this example entity tile ( ة0  ر/ اNews Channel) is omitted and entity name
(ة
 اAljazeera) is mentioned
•

Person Title + Entity (title is mentioned and name/nationality is omitted) + Person
Name
Example:

&#! ا#

 &ر, !ا

ا1 2 #

! ا$ا! ط

Official speaker of the government Dr. Muhammad Almumani
In this example entity title ( ,&3 ! اgovernment) is mentioned and nationality ( رد4ا
Jordanian) is omitted
In some cases it is difficult to identify the class property of person title like President
 رand
Manager
where each one of them can be classified into different classes such as politic, sport,
industry, but when an entity is maintained, and by using the value of the class of that entity, it
helps to identify the class of the person title, for example when a company name is attached to
person title
 رPresident, the title is classified as industry category and when university name is
attached to the same person tile
 رpresident, the title this time is classified as education
category.
In this paper, we identify nationality as an adjective and we identify four properties for it with
respect to gender, type, format and country. Gender could be either masculine or feminine, the
type has the value nationality, and the country has the value which country the nationality belongs
to. When nationality comes directly after the  رpresident, we add a class property with a value
politics.
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Table 1.Title Properties
Gender
Masculine
Feminine
وز
وز ة
Minister
ا!&ز
ا!&ز ة
The Minister
54
54
Player
54ا
54ا
The Player
"!و! ا
"!و! ا
Crown Prince
# ! ا$ا! ط
# ! ا0ا! ط
Official Speaker
ه
Manager
#!ا
 ة#!ا
The Manager
#!ا
#!ا
The Attorney
!ا
7 !ا
The Sheikh
!ا
ا! ة
Mr.
Mrs.
 رس#!ا
 ر#!ا
The Teacher
. ا
8 ا
Reporter

Format

Type

Class

Indefinite

Occupational

Politics

Entity
Existence
Yes

Defined

Social

Politics

No

Indefinite

Occupational

Sport

Yes

Defined

Occupational

Sport

No

Indefinite

Occupational

Politics

No

Defined

Occupational

Follows entityclass

Yes

Indefinite

Occupationally

Follows entityclass

Yes

Defined

Social

Follows entityclass

No

Defined

Professional

Law

No

Defined

Politic or Religion

No

Defined

Social
Occupational
Social

N/A

No

Indefinite

Professional

Education

No

Indefinite

Media

Media

Yes

Table 2.Entity Properties
Title
! دوstate
&3ﺣ
38# kingdom
 وزارةministry
"#: society
 ديclub
" : university
8, college
 رschool
"8 stadium
 ر/ < ه اNews Channel
= : mosque
, church

Gender
Feminine
Feminine
Feminine
Feminine
Feminine
Masculine
Feminine
Feminine
Feminine
Masculine
Feminine
Masculine
Feminine

Class
Politics
Politics
Politics
Politics
Social
Social / Sport
Education
Education
Education
Sport
Media
Religion
Religion

Type
Location
Location
Location
Organization
Organization
Organization
Organization
Organization
Organization
Location
Organization
Organization
Organization
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5. ANALYSIS
We use graphs to implement the concepts in this paper; we use nodes to represents person title,
person name, nationality, entity and their properties, and we use edges to present inherited
properties from parent node to child node, see fig 1. We tag person name phrases in the text, each
phrase starts with a title and terminated with a person name, next we tag the elements in the
tagged phrases with respect to titles, entities, and nationalities and then apply the concepts of this
paper to identify the properties of each one of them. Properties are inherited from one node to
another (parent to child) and once a child gets inherited property from the parent they also
forward this information to next node in the graph. When reach the last node in the graph we
process all information from all nodes and produce the results. Harmony of inherited information
between nodes is also validated with respect to the properties of the titles, entities, and
nationalities. There is should be a match between two titles belong to the same person, same
gender and format values between adjective (nationality) and the element presided to it either a
title or an entity
In figure 2 we illustrate different scenarios about the same person and we show how the person
inherits all properties from all parent nodes, the person name is Albright, Albright is a female, she
is a politician, and her occupation is the minister of the USA foreign ministry. Example 1
contains two titles and one adjective (nationality), the first title and the adjective both have the
same values of format property and gender property, both titles mentioned for the same person
and they have the same value of gender property. Example 3contains one entity which is
>>>>> : ر7! اforeign and one adjective >>>>>>>> 3 4 اAmerican, since both of them have the same value
of format property “defined”, the title  وز >>> ةminister has a different format property value
“indefinite”, then the nationality refers to the organization and not to the person title, the entity
title  وزارةministry is omitted, both titles and the nationality of this example belong to the same
person they have the same value of gender property.
Example 1
 ا!&ز ةThe Minister
3 4 اAmerican

Title
Adjective

ة

Title

! اThe Mrs.

Example 3
 وز ةMinister
: ر7! اForeign
3 4 اAmerican

Title
Entity
Adjective

ة

Title

! اThe Mrs.

Defined

Feminine*
Feminine*

Indefinite
Feminine*

Defined
Feminine*

In figure 3 we show different scenarios where the value of the class property of person title is
uncertain and we are going to use the value of the class property of the entity to identify it. In
example 1, the value of the class property of the entity is education, and then we use it for the
value of the class property of the title “ ”ر. Example 2, the value of the class property of the
entity is politics, and then the value of the class property of the title “  ”رis also politics, the
second title is Sheik “ ?” and could have two possibilities either politics or religion but since the
first title has the class property value is politics we select the value politics as well for the second
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title. In example 3, the value of the class property of the entity is industry, and then the value of
the class property of the title “  ”رis also industry.

Fig 1. Graph

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have studied person titles, entities and nationalities attached to them, identify the
properties for each one of them and used this information to extract information about people
mentioned in the Arabic text we also validated the inherited property values between the nodes in
the graph. Our source of data is Ajazeera.net, further analysis to be done in the future.
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Fig 2.Illustration A
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Fig 3. Illustration B
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